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Introduction

TH17 cells are heterogeneous distinct lineage of CD4+ T cells. 
They are differentiated from naïve T cells through the action of 
cytokine micro-environmental stimuli. TH17 are basically of two 
subsets the nonpathogenic and the pathogenic [1]. These helper cells 
take part in extra-cellular bacterial infections, yeast infections, viral 
infections including SARS-COV-2 and auto-immune diseases. TH17 
performed dual immune functions: the immune-pathogenic and to 
lesser extent the immune-protective [1-6]. The objective of the present 
opinion paper was to: (i) map the role of TH17 through the show case 
analysis of five immune-typing studies of TH17 cells and (ii) suggest 
the pathogenic mechanisms of these cells in COVID-19, during the 
period of 2020 till 2022.

Show Case Analysis Approaches

To assess the current holdings of the scientific workers in 
immunology of SARS-COV-2 infections in man, a sum of 150 current 
published works through the period of 2020 till 2022 were allocated. 
These efforts were analyzed so far concerning the CD4+ T cell subsets 
in COVID-19. Among which ten were concern the role of TH17 in 
this disease. Of the ten, one was proving TH17 role indirectly from 
cytokine profiles, five adopted flow cytometery, single cell mRNA 
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sequencing and immunoinformatic approaches to the immune cells 
recovered from peripheral blood and broncho-alveolar leavage. The 
rest four review articles were already depending on flow cytometery 
proving that TH17 cells in association with severe COVID-19 disease 
and considered as supplementary to this work. The adopted five 
research works (Table 1) were the raw materials for the show case 
analysis to deduce the role of TH17 in various phases of human 
COVID-19 disease [1-12].

TH17 Cells

Basic TH17 Cell Biology

TH17 cells are distinct lineage of CD4+ T cells that differentiated 
from naïve T cells, secret the cytokines IL17 A and IL17f and express 
the lineage specific transcription factor RORC. Both of TH17 and 
TH17/Th1 clones showed selective expression of IL23R and CCR6 in 
addition to RORC. Th17 help B cells, express low cytotoxicity and low 
susceptibility to action of autologous T reg. and critical in clearance 
of extracellular microbial pathogens [14]. They are of two subsets 
pathogenic and nonpathogenic [1] (Table 2). These helper cells are 
pleomorphic, instable and exhibit a sort of plasticity. The TH17/TH1 
subset can revert to Th1 cells. Hence some workers denote them as 
heterogenic helper cells [1,14].
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TH17 Cell Differentiation

T helper lymphocytes featured by the expression of CD4+ T cells 
surface markers are the central cell subset of adaptive immunity. 
CD4 T cells can recognize proteins of microbial pathogens by their 
unique surface TCR. TCR can shape antigens and organize against 
them. Both of the TCR-antigen recognition and the signal of TCR 
engagement integrated stimuli initiate sort of transcriptional changes 
that guide naïve T cells towards a specialized function. These stimuli 
include cytokine, soluble mediators or bacterial products in the 
microenvironment. This differentiation process needs the regulatory 
interplay of specific intracellular signal transducer and activator 
STAT protein in the process. STAT eventually induces the dominant 
transcription factor TF. TF represent the master lineage specific 
factor. TF controls the transcriptional program of the cell covering: 
cytokine production and chemokine receptor expression that mediate 
trafficking to various organs: this network helps each T cell subsets 
to exert their specific functions in response to antigens available in 
the assigned tissue. The T cell TF is a T-Box protein in TH1, GATA 
b binding protein in TH2, and retinoic acid related orphan receptor 
gamma-t RORCg-t in TH17 and fork head box3 in T regs [16-19]. 
Any insult of what so ever nature to this differentiation mechanisms 
lead to dys-regulation mechanism in various steps of the T cell 
growth, maturation and response to challenge. Such dysregulation 
can contribute to pathological responses just as in case of immune 
mediated diseases. For TH1 and TH17 cells and allergenic responses 
for TH2. The fate decision of the naïve T cells is largely affected by 
the cytokine surrounding environment. The Th17 differentiation 
process encoded by the expression of two effector genes: IL17a and 
IL17f together with multiple player processes are involved in the 
different stages of differentiation. The STAT, RORC-g-t axis, RORA, 
Ahr IPF4 and BATF markers set the initial chromatin accessibility 
that allows the transcriptional programs. Among which the RO 
RCg-t is determinative for the expression of IL17a and IL17f genes. 

Two different cytokine cocktails lead to two different TH17 subsets. 
TGFB and IL6 induce nonpathogenic TH17 cells characterized by 
the co-expression of IL10. While IL6 and IL23 but not TGFB lead 
to differentiation of the pathogenic TH17 cells. Both of the subsets 
would express RORCg-t but the pathogenic subset of TH17 cells are 
more plastic, polymorphic and have tendency for transition towards 
TH1 cells. For any naïve T cell differentiation, the concentration and 
the gradient of TGFB is crucial, high concentration induces T regs 
associated genes. While restraining T bet and TH1 genes possibly 
inhibit TH17 pathogenic responses. There is a developmental overlap 
between TH17, Th1 and T regs. Such overlap might be caused by the 
complex cytokine dynamics [1,2,20-22].

TH17 Cell and Cellular Interactions

TH17 cells are known to inhibit T reg. responses in peripheral 
blood of COVID-19 patients [7]. They can induce the neutrophil 
and epithelial responses provided by the presence of environmental 
microbial insults [2]. Within the continuum of COVID-19 pneumonic 
lungs, TH17 cells interact with pro-inflammatory, pro-fibrotic 
macrophages, DCs and pDCs [9].

TH17 Cell Immune Functions

TH17 cells performed dual immune function in immune-
pathogenesis of viral infections and/or immune protection [6]. They 
are involved in neutrophil and epithelial cell immune response to 
extracellular microbes and the initiation of autoimmune diseases [2]. 
Th17 cell may interplay with the pathogenicity of allergy, asthma and 
human inflammatory diseases [14].

TH17 Cells in Viral Infections

TH17/IL17 hinders and limits viral infections via several 
mechanisms as: Enhancing TH1 responses, promoting cytotoxic 
T cell activity, modulating antiviral B cell responses and inducing 

Article number Approaches Aim References

2 Flow cytometery, single cell mRNA sequencing, immuno-informatics on PBMC TH17 cell and the allied immune cells in COVID-19 patients  [10]  [7]

2 Flow cytometery, single cell mRNA sequencing, Immune-informatics on PBMC and Bronch-
alveolar leveage Th17 Cells and the allied immune cells COVID-19 patients  [9]

 [8]

1 Flow cytometery, antibody titration on PBMC Th17 cells and the allied immune cells on COVID-19 vaccine  [11]

Table 1: The show case analysis test research articles.

Feature Nonpathogenic Pathogenic Reference

Transcription
Program Genes
Housekeeping Genes

IL17 a, IL17f
Maf1, Ahr, Il10

Il17a, IL17f
T bet, Gpr65, Toso, Pizp

[1]
[1]

Surface markers CCR4, CCr6, IL6R CCR4, CCr6, CXCR3, IL23R  [1] 

Cytokine production IL9, IL10 GMCSF, IFN gamma  [1]

Differentiation cytokines TGFB, IL6 IL1B, IL6, IL23  [1]

Microbial clearance S.aureus C.albicans  [1]

Instability Instable  [14]

Plasticity
Pleomorphism
Sharing Immune function

Plastice
Pleomorphic

Share Th1 or TH2 cell functions

 [14]
 [15]

Table 2: Th17 cell subset characteristics.
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protective inflammatory responses. They may limit the viral induced 
organ pathology, inhibiting inflammation and mediating protective 
immune responses. Th17 cells/IL17 cytokine may promote viral 
infection through different mechanisms as: Antagonizing antiviral 
TH1, T regs and CTL responses, enhancing survival of infected cells, 
promoting viral intracellular replication, take part in evolution of 
tissue pathology and fibrosis [6].

TH17 Cells in Various Phases of SARS-COV-2 Human 
Infection

The TH17 cells were confirmed both in peripheral blood and 

lung compartments of various phases of COVID-19, Tables 3-6. 
Early acute infection and on admission to hospital, TH17 cells were 
of twice count than that of asymptomatic and controls. T regs were 
reduced in count and function [1]. On progress under un-controlled 
conditions, severe state, TH17 counts were reduced in circulation. 
Both TH17 cells and T regs were increased with clonal expansion in 
lung compartment in severe COVID-19. In critical or deceased cases 
both TH17 and T regs were amplified in counts and expansion. But 
on recovery from severe or critical states TH17 and T reg counts were 
restored to normal. In line with Th17 count elevation these cases there 
were reduction in CD4+ T cells, Cd8+ T cells both in circulation and 

Features Severe/critical [10] Severe [7] Vaccine [11]

Demography 40 patients of both sexes 40 patients of both sexes 20 vaccine of both sexes

Sample Peripheral blood Peripheral blood Peripheral blood

Investigation Flow cytometery
Single cell mRNA sequencing

Flow cytometery
Single cell mRNA sequencing

Flow cytometery
Single mRNA sequencing

TH17 cell Count twice that of controls Higher in patients than in controls Increase of TH17cells six months post-vaccination

T cell subsets
T regs
CD4+ T cells
Cd8+ T cells
NK cells

Reduced
Reduced
Reduced

ND 

Reduced
Reduced
Reduced

ND 

Variable
Variable
Variable

ND 

B cells Reduced ND Decreased both IgG and neutralizing antibody, 
increase in switched memory B cells

Conclusion Increases TH17 cells considered as index to severity 
and critical cases Higher TH17 cells in patients than in controls Increase of TH17 cells and neutralizing antibodies and 

memory B cells

Table 3: Circulatory TH17 cells in severe and vaccine of COVID-19 as evident in the three show case analyzed groups.

Features BAL [8]  Blood [8]  BAL [9]  Blood [9] Blood [11]

Demography
Number of patients 4 4 9 9 20

Samples BAL Blood BAL Blood Blood

Investigations Flow cytometery
Single cell mRNA equencing Same Flow cytometery Single cell 

mRNA sequencing Same Same

TH17 counts High cell count Low cell count High cell count, clonal 
expansion

Less cell count and less clonal 
expansion

High cell count six months 
post-vaccination

T cell subsets
CD4+
CD8+
Reg.
B cells

Reduced
Reduced

High
moderate

Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
reduced

Increased CD4, CD8 and NK 
with clonal expansion Less count and expansion

Variable
Variable
Variable

Increases switched memory B 
cell and decrease antibodies

Other neutrophils Increased neutrophil, 
reduced eosinophils

Increased neutrophil, 
decrease eosinophils

Conclusion TH17 cell and Treg High 
counts

Reduced counts of TH17 
and Treg.

Th17 cell and T reg High 
clonal expansion

Less extent TH17 cell and Treg 
counts and expansion 

TH17 cell high count six 
months post vaccination

Table 4: Circulatory and pulmonary Th17 cells severe, critical, deceased and vaccine of COVID-19 as evident in the two show case analyzed groups

Features  Blood [8]  Blood [9] Blood [10]  Blood [7]  Blood [11]

TH17 cells Less than in BAL Low count and clonality Twic fold than control on 
admission

High in patients than in 
controls

Increase in vasccinee six months post 
vaccination

T regs Less than in BAL Less frequent than in BAL Reduced Reduced Variable

CD4+ T cells Reduced Less frequent than in BAL Reduced Reduced Variable

CD8+ T calls Reduced Reduced Reduced Reduced Variable

B cells Reduced ND Reduced ND Decrease IgE and neutralizing antibodies

Conclusion Count of TH17 cells less 
frequent than in lung

Count of TH17 less frequent 
than in lung

Increased twice than in normal 
subjects indicating disease outcome

TH17 cell and T reg are 
high in count in severe 
but reduced in controls

TH17 cell count increase in six months 
post to vaccination

Table 5: Circulatory Th17 cells severe, critical, critical deceased and vaccine COVID-19 as evident in the five show case analyzed groups.
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lung compartment. TH17 suppress the T regs and triggers neutrophils 
causing recruitment to the affected tissue compartment and interacts 
with each of pro-inflammatory, and pro-fibrotic macrophages, DCs, 
pDCs, and monocytes. Such intercellular interactions may terminated 
by an overt inflammatory cytokine production leading to a state of 
hyper-cytolinemia, the cytokine storm [9]. Th17 cell clone expansions 
in lung compartment were higher than that in circulation. Lung 
resident TH17 cell clones can be either merely resident or of mixed 
resident and migratory forms from circulation. Other T cell subsets 
were showing various degrees of clonal expansion [9].

TH17 Cell Suggested Pathogenic Mechanisms

Since TH17 cells expressed low cytotoxicity, though to be a 
pathogenic helper cell it should express other supportive means to make 
it able to perform its pathogenic influences. Hence, this opinion paper 
tempted to hypothesize theoretical suggested mechanisms operable in 
induction of immune tissue injuries in the lung compartments. They 
can be coined as follows:

I. On inhibition of T reg by TH17 cells, they lend the cellular 
microenvironment allowance of up regulation of auto-reactive 
T cells to initiate autoimmune pathologic tissue injury [7,10].

II. Th17 cells recruits neutrophils to lung compartment whereby 
the affected tissue niche, therein neutrophils produce excessive 
inflammatory cytokines and reactive O2 intermediates 
mediating immune tissue injury [9].

III. TH17 cells when interacts with pro-inflammatory macrophages 
and inflammatory macrophages, they will induce excessive 
inflammatory cytokines forming cytokine storm mediating 
tissue pathology consequences of COVID-19 [9].

IV. The TH17 cell interaction with pro-fibrotic macrophages may 
initiate lung tissue fibrotic lesions, the known consequences of 
COVID-19 pneumonia [9].

V. TH17/Th1 cells are known to be: plastic, pleomorphic and 
instable they my undergoes transition to TH1 cells producing 
IFNG cytokines and other inflammatory cytokines leading 
to hyper inflammation in lung paranechyma the sign of 
COVID-19 pneumonic lungs [15].

Conclusions

TH17 cells associated with the pathogenesis of COVID-19. 
Circulatory TH17 subset is distinct from lung tissue resident TH17 

cell subset. The tissue resident TH17 cells are expanded as tissue 
specific subset, as mixed clones of migratory and tissue resident 
TH17 cell clones. On clinical onset of the disease they were of twice 
count level than controls and inhibit T regs. But in progression during 
uncontrolled affection, Th17 cell and T reg cells gaining higher counts 
and marked clonal expansion therein lung compartments as compared 
to peripheral blood both in severe and critical cases. Though they both 
reduced to variable degrees in circulation, on recovery of severe and 
critical cases TH17/T reg ratios restored to normal.
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